
Osborne Mountain, Wind River range







Glacial erratic, Mt Whitney



Glacial model set-up
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Figure 7.7  b) Velocity profile of the Athabasca Glacier, Canada, 
derived from inclinometry of a borehole and measurement of 
surface displacement of the borehole top.  Projection to the base 
yields estimate of the contribution from sliding (gray box).  
(after Paterson, 19xx; data from Savage and Paterson (1963))
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600 years, steady climate,  Bench valley profile



Kings Canyon, Sierras



Yosemite National Park, Sierras



Glacial erosion
mechanisms and
landscapes



Impacts of glaciers on
the fluvial system

•  hand-off of sediment
(top boundary condition)

•  outburst floods
(the jokulhlaup cycle)



Supra-glacial debris:
Delivered by hillslopes





Bench Glacier
Sediment output

Erosion rate = 1-2 mm/yr
Sliding rate = 1-2 m/yr

Efficiency = 10-3

Riihimaki et al. 2005



Downvalley panorama
Iceberg Lake, Chugach Range, Alaska



Iceberg Lake, 
Chugach Range, Alaska



Deltas

Lakefloor sediments



Iceberg Lake

Sediment volumes
correspond to LIA
erosion rates of 
1-2 mm/yr

(70% by quarrying)

Loso et al., 2004



Hallet Hunter & Bogen 1996



Glacial erosion



Glacial abrasion… the sum of many scratches



Abrasion mechanics

Bottom line: A ~ Usl
2 C

Bernard Hallet, Neal Iverson



Quarrying mechanics

Bernard Hallet, Neal Iverson



Quarrying



Erosion rules

e = aUs Humphrey and Raymond
e = bUs

2 Hallet, abrasion
e = bUs

2 + c(UsSf(Pw)) Abrasion + quarrying
e = dUsτb Ice power



Hanging valleys

Multiple steps



From the V to the U-shaped valley

…Jon Harbor’s work…



Jon Harbor



Clear Creek drainage



Transient fluvial
response to baselevel
lowering

Glacial
headwaters

Clear Creek
drainage



West-central Uintas



Details in the 
headwaters:

•  Headwall retreat

•  Knobby Bench 
   -> smooth troughLake

Devlin

North
Boulder



Upper valley floor is knobby

Lower valley well-organized



  Late Cenozoic climate change:
Glaciation of the Sierra Nevada



Glacial valley evolution, no tributary

Kelly MacGregor



Glacial valley
evolution with a 

tributary

Kelly MacGregor



Modeled glacial
valley evolution





Back to even simpler models… 
(work with MK and PM)

Questions:
• What sets the shape of the long profile
• Relative roles of valley geometry and climate

Assumptions: 
• Ice discharge is a proxy for erosion rate 
• Steady state glacier
• Simple mass balance profile at any one time
• Climate in which pdf of ELA is prescribed
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Steady case:



Figure x.  Schematic diagram showing both the linear valley profile and linear mass 

balance profile employed in our models.  The steady state model glacier has a 

thickness profile H, ice discharge pattern, Q(x), and terminus position, xterm, that 

reflect the position of the ELA.  Ice columns in accumulation zone, x<xela, and ablation 

zone, x>xela, are also shown, the gradient in ice discharge matching the 

meteorologically set mass balance.   
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Figure x.  Probability density functions (pdfs) of ELA used in the analytic 
solutions for ice discharge.  The sinusoidal history yields a pdf that peaks at 
the minimum and maximum ELA, while a history that is normally distributed 
about the mean spends the least time at the minimum and maximum ELA.  
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Probability distributions of ELAs
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Figure x.  Marine Isotopic record for last 1.5 Ma (after Zachos et al., 2002), and a historgram of it.  
The distribution is roughly symmetric, and appears to be normally distributed.The probability distribution of Quaternary climate
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Figure x.   Analytic solutions for long term average discharge of ice when the ELA is distributed 
using three different pdfs, each with the same mean ELA.  A) Dimensional version.  B)  Same pattern 
non-dimensionalized, normalizing with downvalley position of mean ELA, and maximum discharge 
associated with this ELA position.
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Gaussian pdf, realistic W(x)



Can we test this?

4th of July valley experiment, 
upper middle Boulder Creek

Prediction:
  10Be is reset in lower U-shaped valley
   10Be is not reset in upper knobby valley floor



spallogenic
muogenic

Production profiles for 10Be in quartz



Arapaho pass

Work with Jason Briner, Dylan Ward, Zack Guido





non-ice-sculpted bedrock
ice-sculpted bedrock



11.6±0.3

13.6±0.3

40.2±0.3

14.6±0.4

non-ice-sculpted bedrock
ice-sculpted bedrock



Timing of deglaciation using [10Be] in polish







Samples presently in preparation for PRIME lab



The Yosemite Story



Rock-type matters!



And in particular
Its jointedness



Lyell Glacier from Mt McClure



Now some big-time glacial erosion:
fjords



Basic observations of fjords

Simple models of fjord emplacement

Discussion of other processes



Fjords on our planet

Syvitski et al., 1987



JPL - RADARSAT AMP



Baffin Island fjords cross-cut the coastal rift-flank range



Fjord profiles

Maximum depth where they
cross the mountains

















Initial topography
Mimics a rift margin

1000 km

1000 km

m



800 x 800 km simulation: ice contours, basal topography beneath

0 800
0

km





Conclusions
• Glaciers are efficient erosional agents
• We can understand valley long-profile features

using both numerical and analytic models
• Fjords can result from topographic steering





Thank you



The end…



Kings Canyon, LGM model



10Be sampling sites in upper basin



West-central Uintas



Typical glacial area distributions
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Figure x.  Mass balance profiles, b(z), shown for 5 choices of the equilibrium 

line altitude, ELA.  Dashed line is ELA for bold profile.  In all cases, the mass 

balance gradient, !, and the maximum mass balance, bmax, are held 

constant.

Next simplest mass balance profile
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Figure x.  Ice discharge patterns for two cases, both in simple linear valley (S=0.04) 

with uniform width Wo=1000m. Gray line: linear b(z) with gradient ! = 0.01, and no 

cap; red line: same gradient but capped at 2 m/yr (as shown in Figure x).  Both peak 

at the same location in the valley, at the intersection of the ELA with the valley profile.  

Terminus position is shown for both cases where the ice discharge goes to zero.

Effect of a cap on the mass balance
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Advection will prevent sliding in the interior
And where the ice is thin
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What is missing from the model
(pretty much everything)

Thermal effects
Sliding-based erosion
Tidewater/outlet glacier dynamics










